It is a great pleasure for me to talk at this conference in Roger's honor on the Penrose transform with which I have been friends for the last 18 years of my mathematical life. I chose to talk about a generalized Penrose transform. There are two sides of the Penrose transform which are at the focus of possible generalizations: cohomological representations of solutions of a class of differential equations and representations of higher ∂-cohomology in a holomorphic language. We need to understand on which equations and complex manifolds it is possible to generalize Penrose's constructions. It is not necessary to connect them with group actions, but it is reasonable to start an experimental work with homogeneous manifolds and flag domains (homogeneous domains on flag manifolds) are an appropriate class for such a consideration. Some results of W. Schmid on realizations of the discrete series of representations are already fragments of the theory. We will not review here known results on the Penrose transform on some flag domains. I prefer to describe what the final theory is supposed to look like and to formulate a chain of conjectures without technical details. In this theory the central role must play explicit formulas for some intertwining operators and that is why I will start off the introduction with a short review of formulas for the usual Penrose transform.
The Penrose Transform in formulas
Twistor geometry. Let us consider the projective space CP 3 with homogeneous coordinates z = (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) and the domains
where H is a Hermitian form of the signature (2,2) e.g.
I is the unit matrix. Let S be the Stiefel manifold of 2 × 4 matrixes
and S + be the domain (2) ZHZ * 0.
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We consider the fibering over the Grassmanian
where fibers are equivalency classes
and π(Z) is the line(u, v) passing through u, v.
The domain M + = π(S + ) consists of lines inside D + and it is holomorphically equivalent to future tube (to see it we can take H = H 1 and the coordinate chart Z = (I, z) , z ∈ M (2, C)).
We have the double fibering (4)
where D + ⊂ CP 3 is a 1-linear concave manifold and S + , M + are Stein manifolds.
) be a ∂-closed (0,1)-form on D + with coefficients at O(−2) (for simplicity we will consider only such coefficients). It means that
The Penrose transform is
We can interpret Pω as a section of a line bundle on M + :
We have
If we restrict ω on the coordinate chart Z = (I, z), then we will have only one (wave) equation. The operator P can be pushed down on cohomology
Proposition [EPW], [GH2] , [GH3] . Operator P is an isomorphism
Inverse Penrose transform. It is remarkable that it is possible to write the inverse operator explicitly and moreover this operator is, in a sense differential.
Proposition [GH3] . Let F be a solution of the system (6 ) ij F (Z) = 0 on S + and
If γ is a section of the fibering ρ :
for a constant c is ∂-exact form.
At (9) we take (0, 1)-part of the restriction of Pω on the section γ. In such a way we reconstructed a form from the same cohomology class as ω.
Holomorphic cohomology. We will reformulate the last result in such a way. Let us consider the complex of holomorphic differential forms on S + with differentials only along fibers: ϕ(u, v|dv), (u, v) ∈ S + , u ∈ D + (κP ω has such a structure) and corresponding cohomology (the differential acts along fibers)
Proposition. There is an isomorphism
and a (chain) morphism from first space to the second is
(cf. (9)). From the other side, the operator κ•P is the morphism out of the Dolbeault cohomology H (0,1) on the holomorphic cohomology H
hol . In such a way the Penrose transform gives a possibility for a holomorphic realization of the Dolbeault cohomology. Moreover the operator κ • P picks up in each (holomorphic) cohomology class a unique representative satisfying the condition ϕ(u + λv, v|dv) = ϕ(u, v|dv) (holomorphic Hodge theorem).
Boundary integral formula. It is possible to reconstruct Pω only using boundary values of ω on ∂D + [G1]:
) relative to exterior multiplication of 1-forms and
What is important in this formula is the structure of denominator: it is equal zero if
So we have an analog of the Cauchy kernel for lines. If we apply κ to both parts we will obtain a boundary integral formula for κ • P.
Generalized Penrose transform (geometrical problems)
The basic problem is to understand on which class of complex manifolds it is possible to generalize all components of the theory which we discussed above. Let us remind that Martineau [M] cosidered the analog of the Penrose transform for concave domains at CP n as of 1962. In this case there are no differential equations on the image (like for the Radon transform). The first class manifolds on which it is possible to generalize the Penrose transform is the class of q-linear concave domains at CP n [GH1] , [GH2] . We are sure that the Penrose transform is essentially connected with a possibility to describe analytic cohomology in the holomorphic language. Therefore we will start to do so as of this point.
Holomorphic cohomology. It turns out that such a possibility exists in a quite general situation [G2] , [EGW1] , [EGW2] . Namely let us take a fibering
where S is a Stein manifold and fibers are contractible. Such a covering exists for any complex manifold D [EGW2] . Let us consider the complex of holomorphic forms on S with differentials only along fibers ( and coefficients pulled up from a bundle on
hol (D) be the cohomology for this complex. Then
where we take on D the Dolbeault cohomology with the corresponding coefficients. A natural morphism of the holomorphic cohomology to the Dolbeault one can be constructed in the same way as in (10): we take (0, q)-parts of restrictions of holomorphic forms on a section of ρ.
In our example the inverse operator had the structure κ • P and it gives the canonical (Hodge) representatives at the holomorphic cohomology classes. I believe that this part of the program can be realized only for a special class of complex manifolds D where there are enough compact complex submanifolds with some special properties of incidence allowing to advance the Penrose transform. It is the reason why we restrict ourselves below by a class of homogeneous manifolds.
is a example of a pseudo Hermitian symmetric space and the manifold of cycles M + (2) is the Hermitian symmetric space with the same group SU (2, 2). So it is natural to consider the class of pseudo Hermitian symmetric spaces, or more generally, the class of flag domains. Let us state the definitions.
Flag manifolds are compact complex homogeneous manifolds
where G is a complex semisimple Lie group, P is a parabolic subgroup, G u is the maximal compact subgroup at G, and C is the centralizer torus at G u . The case when P = B is the Borelian group and C is the torus corresponds to the manifold of complete flags. Here G is the group of complex authomorphisms of F and G u consists of authomorphisms of the canonical Kählerian metric on F . Flag domains are open orbits of real forms G R of G. Special cases of flag manifolds are compact Hermitian symmetric manifolds, special cases of flag domains are pseudo Hermitian (then F must be symmetric, however flag domain in a symmetric compact manifold can be nonsymmetric, cf. below the example 5).
Examples.
(1) Pseudo Hermitian symmetric domains D ± ⊂ F = CP 3 (1). Here G = SL(3; C), G R = SU (2, 2).
(2) Hermitian symmetric domain M + ⊂ F = Gr(2; 4) (2). (3) Pseudo Hermitian domain D ⊂ Gr(2, 4) which consists of lines intersecting both D ± (1). (4) Let G = SL(3, C),F = CP 2 and F be the manifold of flags (z, l), z ∈ CP 2 , a line l z. For F the parabolic group is Borelian. Let G R = SU (2, 1). (a) OnF we have 2 flag domainsD ± :
where the complex ballD + is the Hermitian symmetric domain andD − is pseudo Hermitian. (b) On F there are 3 flag domains:
. The domain D = SL(2m; R)/SL(m; C) × T is symmetric (one of two components of the set of (m − 1)-planes without real points), T is the circle.
Dual manifolds. The next step is to consider manifolds of maximal compact submanifolds (analogs of M + ). The naive idea that manifolds of cycles are the corresponding Hermitian symmetric domains works only at a few examples. The reason is that the Riemann symmetric space M R = G R /K R can be not Hermitian but there are not only flag domains with the group G R but pseudo Hermitian spaces also ( G R is not a group of the Hermitian type). Moreover for groups of Hermitian type the manifold of cycles as rule does not coincide with the corresponding Hermitian symmetric.
Let us describe the generic situation. We start from a object dual to a flag manifold F = G/P connecting with G R . Let K R be a maximal compact subgroup at G R and K be its complexification. Let us consider
The intrinsic description of the class of such manifolds: they are symmetric Stein manifolds (K corresponds to a holomorphic involution). Let K m be the isotropy subgroup of a point m ∈ M . Then minimal orbits Ω 1 (m), . . . , Ω j (m) of K m on F are compact complex submanifolds: they are isomorphic to some flag manifolds with the group K. If D ⊂ F is a flag domain then there is one type of orbits (lets say Ω(m)) which are contained at D for some m ∈ M . If H is the isotropy subgroup of z ∈ D at G R and K R is maximal compact at G R such that H ∩ K R is maximal compact at H then K R /K R ∩ H is one of such manifolds as well as its translation by G R . Such a way we constructed a family of Ω(m) which are parameterized by points of a Riemann symmetric manifold m ∈ M R ⊂ M . Let us take the set of such m ∈ M that Ω(m) ⊂ D and let M (D) be its connected component containing M R .
The manifold M (D) supposed to be the basic geometrical object for the Penrose transform at flag domains. The problem is that up today we have no the final description of M (D). Wolf [W] proved that M (D) is a Stein manifold. Wolf and Zireau probably are close to proving that for the groups of Hermitian type M (D) either coincides with corresponding Hermitian symmetric space M R or with M R ×M R at generic situation. For groups of non Hermitian type M (D) is apparently never homogeneous and it is the focus of the problem. Let us give the description of M (D) for our examples.
Examples of M (D)
. If G R is a group of Hermitian type then manifold of cycles at D can be isomorphic M R and as result will not be a domain at M . We will continue nevertheless to use the notation M (D) for this domain and call such a situation degenerate. We follow below to the enumeration of our examples: 4) is realized as the set of lines at CP 2 which intersect both lines l 1 , l 2 . Finally, 
(5) For both examples K R = SO(n + 1; R), K = SO(n + 1; C) and
We take here the connected component { } 0 containing
The last example illustrates the situation in the non Hermitian case: M (D) is G R -invariant, but is not homogeneous. Let us formulate a few conjectures for this case. Basic conjectures. Conjecture 1. If G R is a group of non Hermitian type then M (D) will be the same for all flag domains with the group G R . This conjecture is true for groups of Hermitian type at generic situation. To make this conjecture explicit we need to find a language to describe G R -invariant nonhomogeneous manifolds at M . One possibility is to parameterize G R -orbits closed to M R and to find parameters corresponding to orbits at G R -invariant manifold M (D). In [AG] , there was described in such a language a Stein neighborhood of M R at M , which I believe coincides with M (D).
Let us discuss another possibility. We will define special functions-determinant functions-which I believe play a central role at analysis on flag domains (joint project with H.-W.Wong). We consider again the action of an isotropy subgroup K m on F . There is one open orbit, but we are interested by orbits of codimension 1. Their closures are algebraic varieties which are defined by the equations
These algebraic functions ∆ j on M × F are called determinant functions. They can be explicitly computed on the language of roots in the general case. For example 5a ∆(Q|z) = zQz T .
All flag domains D j on F have as a joint edge of boundaries a compact homogeneous (CR) manifold Ξ with group K R (it is also the minimal orbit of G R ).
Conjecture 2. For groups G R of non Hermitian type M (D) coincides with the connected component of the set {m ∈ M : ∆ j (m|z) = 0 for all z ∈ Ξ} containing M R . For its description it is enough to take any one of ∆ j .
We can see that in example 5a, we had just such a description of M (D). Again this conjecture is true for a group of Hermitian type in the generic case.
Generalized Penrose transform (analytic problems)
and a representation of G R is realized at this cohomology. In particular, Schmid proved the Kostant-Langlands conjecture that discrete series of representations are realized in such a way for complete flags and some line bundles. In example 4 the domains D 1 , D 2 correspond to holomorphic and antiholomorphic series of SU (2, 1) and D 3 to nonholomorphic discrete series. In the first 2 cases cohomology has integrated along fibers of D 1 →D + , D 2 →D + and we obtain sections of holomorphic or antiholomorphic bundles.
We obtain the Penrose transform if we integrate the cohomology H (q) (D) along cycles Ω(m), m ∈ M (D). Results will be holomorphic sections of some vector bundles on M (D) satisfying for some systems of differential equations. Under some restrictions such systems of 1st order were introduced by Schmid [S] . More precisely, he considered these equations only on M R ⊂ M (D) where they are elliptic and he realized representations of discrete series in their solutions. The intertwining operator out of cohomology on D onto solutions of the Schmid equations on M R -a variant of Penrose transform -was considered by Schmid. This transform is called sometimes the real Penrose-Schmid transform. I want to emphasize that this "real transform" is not something specifically real: it was only not extended to the complex domain. I believe that the construction of the extended complex Penrose transform is very essential. As a consequence we must obtain Conjecture 3. All solutions of Schmid equations can be simultaneously holomorphically extended on M (D).
Such a phenomena of the simultaneous extension of solutions is known for some elliptic equations starting from the Laplace equations on the sphera (Aronshain). Conjecture 3 is proved for SU (p, q) in [BGW] .
For usual Penrose transform analogs of the Schmid equations are massless equations which are conformal invariant. It is interesting to find a geometrical interpretation of the Schmid equations. Examples show that probably there is a possibility to connect the Schmid equations with a generalized conformal structure [G3] . Let us consider on tangent spaces T m M conic varieties V m , which are minimal orbits of M m (cf.examples at [G4] ). The field {V m , m ∈ M } defines on M a generalized conformal structure (which is not flat).
Between conformal invariant equations there are not only massless equations of 1st order, but also the wave equation of 2nd order. It turns out that in the general case the class of Schmid equations can be extended by systems of equations of 2nd order. If G R is a group of Hermitian type, then such systems are Hua equations which at first glance, had appeared in absolutely different problems. Analogs of Hua systems exist also for groups of non Hermitian type. Problem 4. To develop a unified geometrical theory of Hua and Schmid equations which probably must be connected with the generalized conformal structure on M .
It is natural to connect the construction of the inverse Penrose transform with the consideration of holomorphic cohomology on D. For flag domains D there are very explicit (but non homogeneous) Stein coverings S and we do not need to use here the general construction of [EGW2] . Since the operator out of holomorphic cohomology to the Dolbeault cohomology has the standard structure (like (10)) we need only to construct an explicit intertwining operator out of solutions to holomorphic cohomology.
Conjecture 5. Such an operator is a differential operator (similar operator κ of Gelfand-Graev-Shapiro in integral geometry).
Finally we will say a few words about analogs of boundary representation of the Penrose transform (11). Such an operator was defined by Knapp-Wallach [KW] : their Szegö operator acts out of sections of bundles on Ξ(D) to solutions of Schmid equations on M R . Again the crucial and nontrivial problem is to extend the kernel to complex domain and to find its singularities.
Conjecture 6. The Szegö-Knapp-Wallach kernel is a rational function whose denominator is a product of degrees of determinant functions.
Out of this conjecture and conjecture 2 follows conjecture 3. Conjecture 6 was proved at [BGW] for SU (p, q).
There are several other intertwining operators in this structure which it is interesting to compute explicitly. The most interesting operator out of cohomology on D to sections on Ξ(D) which add the Penrose and Szegö transforms up to commutative diagram. It must be nonstandard operator of boundary values for ∂-cohomology. It is essential that at generic situation the edge Ξ is only a part of boundary and for complete flags they are totally real (then D look as curved nonconvex tubes). For such domains cohomology can have functions or distributions or hyperfunctions as boundary values on edges [G5] . At [G6] , [G7] these conjectures were investigated for SU (2, 1).
